Pieced Blocks: Table Runner Plus

Table Runner Plus

Table Runner uses our EZ Build 3 Inch Blocks as well as any other 3 Makes assembling and quilting blocks In The Hoop a snap! Totally pieced
in the hoop and quilted in the hoop.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price

$40.00
Discount

Ask a question about this product

Description
Road to California variation - Finished Size 26" X 44"

Our 3 Inch EZ Build blocks are used in this wonderful Table Runner or Wall Hanging.

This version of the Table Runner includes 3 inch files for both EZ Nine Patch and EZ Half Square Triangles - If you already have our EZ Build blocks or want to use your
own 3 inch blocks order Table Runner.

Includes:

Machine instructions for all 3 inch blocks that begin at 3 1/2 inches (seam allowance is included).

Machine instructions for joining 3 inch blocks that begin at 3 1/2 inches and quilting them in the hoop(seam allowance is included) .

Complete step by step instructions with photos of every step

Electric Quilt File

BONUS:
The assembly block for this design allows ALL 3 INCH BLOCKS to be used regardless of how they were made. This means that if you have a
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collection of 3 inch blocks (should be 3 1/2 with seam allowances) you can use this file to assemble and quilt them in the hoop.
The assembly block can be used to make quilts of any size - not just the Table Runner shown in the image.

Available for instant download
The minimum supported hoop size is 5" X 7"

File Formats:
PES, VIP, VP3, HUS, JEF, EXP, SHV, DST, Singer Triple X

Reviews
There are currently no reviews for this product:
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